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To whom it may concern

www.broll.co.za

I am a portfolio operational manager for Broll Properties and I first met Chad the owner of AMPM
projects back in September 2012, The main incoming water supply to the Ballito Junction centre
burst and the pipe work was located approx. 3 meters underground and covered by a concrete slab
It was a Saturday night on a long weekend and after hours on the phone with no success trying to
source contractors to first excavate then repair the burst main someone recommended AMPM
Chad came to site and amazingly organised a JCB to gain access to the pipe as well as getting the
plumbing supply company to open up their shop at 1 am and supply the spares we needed to repair
the burst pipe, as a result the centre was able to trade unaffected the next day
Subsequently over the years AMPM have undertaken numerous projects ranging from the upgrade
of offices and ablutions (partitioning, ceilings and flooring) as well as the installation of roofs and
gutters I have found the quality of their work to be first class
They also have top quality plumbers (24 hr service) whom I have found to be efficient and cost
effective and most importantly in the property industry able to work to a very high standard without
affecting my tenants, they also work after hours and on weekends without question.
Suffice to say I would have no hesitation in recommending their services to anyone looking to
engage their services

Yours Sincerely
Mark Martin
KZN Sundry Operation Manager
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